DEMONSTRATING THE EMRO QUANTUM HOLOGRAPHIC DISCS
KEYS TO SUCCESS: HYDRATION, LOCATION, DURATION.
There are 4 easily demonstrable tests that we use to let people experience the EMRO Quantum technology:
1) Cell Phone EMF Test (using EMRO Quantum Cell Phone Defense): Stand to one’s right, ask them
to give up any cell phone and then to tightly squeeze their thumb and ring finger together on their
right hand, giving you permission to pull them apart while they resist. Ask them to put a live cell
phone in their left ear as if to talk on it and tell you when to pull with them resisting (should be
weaker). Let them hold the “EMRO Quantum Cell Phone Defense” holographic disc in their left hand
behind the phone & pull again (should be stronger).To use, place the disc on the back of the cell
phone, computer, or other electronic device. You can also use the EMRO Quantum GPS wristband
since it helps improve a persons’ strength and endurance.
2) Strength/Center of Gravity Test (use EMRO Quantum Performance (Energy) or EMRO
Quantum GPS wristband): Put the discs, wristband, and cell phone away from the person. Ask them
to stand with both feet totally together and arms down by their sides. Form their right hand into a fist.
You stand on their right side facing them. Open your hands one on top of each other & place their
right fist into your hands. Confirm the person’s right shoulder or arm is not in pain and ask them to
press their right fist down into your cupped hand. They can“lock”their shoulder and elbow and press
down their fist hard into your hand. At the same time, you will lift up on their fist resisting their
downward pressure. It should be easy to tip them to the other side, displaying a lack of strength and
center of gravity. Now place the energy disc or the wristband on the body or in a pocket ontheir left
side. It doesn’t have to touch skin but needs to be within an inch of the body.Repeat the process. The
person should feel stronger and stand more stable!
3) Balance Test (use EMRO Quantum Performance (Energy) or EMRO Quantum GPS wristband):
Put holographic disc away from the person. Ask them to stand like a flamingo bird on one leg (usually
standing on their left with the right leg lifted and bent back at the knee). With their arms held firmly out
to each side, place your right hand on their right arm between the elbow and wrist, asking them to tell
you when to press down, trying to press them off balance. This should be easy since you are
pressing on the side where there is no leg touching ground. Now place the holographic disc or
wristband inside their left collar or pocket, or in their left hand. Repeat the process of pressing down
on their right arm. They should feel more balanced&stand more stable!
4)

Range of Motion Test (use EMRO Quantum Performance (Energy) or EMRO Quantum GPS
wristband): Have the person open their right hand and put their thumb on the end of their nose. Ask
them to turn to their right at the waist and see how far they can rotate. Now place the energy
hologram or band on the body or in a pocket on their left side, and ask them to twist to their right
again. Determine if their range of motion is greater.

NOTE: HYDRATE WHEN USING THE HOLOGRAPHIC DISCS!
It is important to be properly hydrated to get optimum benefit from the holographic discs (and be healthy), as energy is
conducted through the body better when adequate water/hydration is available.

For more information about the amazing technology of wellness holograms, and the EMRO Quantum
business opportunity, please contact;
www.emroquantum.com

